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Good people giving money to good causes. It’s a vital 
part of what we do at Social Venture Partners. But we’re 
facing big problems in our community, and money alone 
is not enough to solve them. 

That’s why 
SVP goes 
beyond 
philanthropy.
Yes we pool money and make grants, but we also build 
powerful relationships among people who want to give 
back and the nonprofits that make change possible. 
Everyone we work with wants a better world, to tackle 
the challenges plaguing our communities. Through SVP 
they make a greater impact – together. 

CONNECT  AND 
ENGAGE

INVEST IN
COLLABORATIVE 

SOLUTIONS

FUND AND 
STRENGTHEN

Together we 
AMPLIFY IMPACT

In 2013, SVP Calgary supported 
 3 local nonprofits passionate about breaking down barriers to give every 

child and youth the opportunity to succeed:

Autism Aspergers Friendship Society (AAFS)

AAFS provides respite care in a recreational environment for children, youth and 
adults on the Autism Spectrum; including but not limited to Autism, Aspergers, 
Pervasive Developmental Disorder, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and 
Non Verbal Learning Disorder. 

The Alex

The alex has long been providing innovative and effective health and social 
solutions for Calgarians in need. Since 2008, The Alex Youth Health Centre 
(YHC) has been making a difference in the lives of Calgary's youth aged 12-24 
and deeply understand the unique challenges faced by vulnerable youth in our 
community.

Two Wheel View

Two Wheel View (TWV) provides leadership, environmental and cultural 
exchange programs to young people through their participation in bicycle 
education and expedition programs. The mission of TWV is to educate young 
people on the environment and local culture of areas in Canada and abroad 
through their participation in educational bicycle programs and expeditions.



INDIVIDUAL IMPACT / One Partner's Story 

Andy Williamson Uses 
His Many Talents

For Good

I've been privileged to have 
a board member like Andy: 
warm, responsive, 
thoughtful, 
conscientious, smart.

He is a man who people 
like to be around - and 
who is fun to have 
around. 

The way he blends his 
personal, professional, 
and philanthropic life is a 
model to others.

Ruth Jones,
CEO, SVP Network

SNAPSHOTS  FROM 
ANDY’S JOURNEY

 Investment Committee 
 Board Service 
 Volunteering with Nonprofits 

One of the key 
things about SVP 
is transformation. 

Not only of the 
organizations we 
support but also

the personal 
transformation of 
your own journey.

Andy Williamson
SVP Partner

Andy Williamson, along with his wife 
Krystyna, is one of SVP Calgary’s 
longest serving partners.   

He began his work with SVP back in 
2002 and was a member of the 
Investment Committee.   

In 2005 Andy joined the SVP 
International board of directors, 
eventually becoming the chair of 
the Nominating and Governance 
Committee. 

In addition he is also currently on SVP 
Calgary’s board of directors.  

Outside of his philanthropic life Andy is 
a geophysicist by trade and runs his 
own consulting company, New Wave 
Exploration Inc.    

Throughout his years with SVP, Andy 
has gained invaluable knowledge of 
the inner workings of not-for-profit 
organizations and the charitable sector.   

In addition to learning about the people 
and partners SVP directly works with, 
Andy has learned about the broader 
issues impacting society today, how to 
meet these demands and begin to 
tackle these problems.

Andy continues to work on the boards 
of both SVP Calgary and SVP 
International and is excited to continue 
the growth of SVP’s influence, both in 
Calgary and all across the world.  
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INDIVIDUAL IMPACT / Amplified Giving 

The problems we face are daunting and 
it has never been more important to give  
in ways that make the greatest impact. 

Through SVP, Partners pool and 
leverage their dollars, contributing more 
than they could alone. But that’s just the 
beginning. 

In a biennial survey conducted by the 
SVP Network Office, we track changes 
in our Partners’ financial giving and civic 
engagement. See the results below. 

PARTNERS ARE MORE INVOLVED IN THEIR COMMUNITY

The majority of Partners surveyed have increased their civic engagement in several 
areas, and many are now community leaders. Among those whose engagement 
increased, 94% say that SVP was a factor in that change. 

73% 71% 76%

Since Joining SVP…
PARTNERS GIVE MORE

INCREASED

SAME

DECREASED

23% 27% 22%
4% 2% 2%

of Partners surveyed have increased 
their giving since joining SVP. 

CHANGES IN COMMUNITY 
INVOLVEMENT SINCE
JOINING SVP:

CONTACTING  MEDIA  OR 
PUBLIC  OFFICIALS 

LEADERSHIP IN LOCAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 

COMMUNITY PROBLEM 
SOLVING 

73% of those who increased their giving
say that SVP was a factor. This new education project that I’m working on is a testament to SVP’s ability to connect 

philanthropists closer to their passions, provide exceptional resources to imagine uniquely 
personal ways to engage, and drive sustainable change by surrounding them with likeminded
leaders and inspirational best practices.

 PARTNERS GIVE MORE STRATEGICALLY

Through shared learning, collective grantmaking and volunteering, our Partners 
develop a more strategic approach to their giving. Among the Partners who indicated 
a change in their approach, 99% say that SVP was a factor. 

Joneil Custodio
SVP Partner 

SVP CALGARY 
BY THE NUMBERS

A growing and dynamic network, SVP offers 
a wide variety of ways to learn and engage 
with our community. 

Check out our numbers from last year. 

2700
Current Partners in 

SVP's Global Network 

60
Current SVP 

Calgary 
Partners 

BEFORE
JOINING SVP

SINCE
JOINING SVP

51%

85% 79%

31% 36%

75%

2000 volunteer hours
dedicated to smart

15+ educational
sessions and peer

learning opportunities

20+ volunteer
opportunities with

nonprofits and SVP

10 Partners serving
on boards and in

leadership roles at
nonprofits

CHANGES IN HOW 
PARTNERS  GIVE:

ARE  PROACTIVE/ 
MISSION  DRIVEN 

FUND NONPROFIT 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

USE NONPROFIT OUTCOMES 
DATA TO INFORM GIVING

grantmaking and
collective ac



ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACT / Strong Nonprofits, Better Results 

Now that you’ve read about the great work SVP Investees are doing, it's our turn.
Our job is to help them serve more kids, provide more effective programs, and make an even

greater impact by remembering one rule …

Strong Nonprofits 
Deliver Better Results

Nonprofit Profile:
AAFS

Autism Aspergers 
Friendship Society

Strengthening AAFS: Capacity Building Projects
In partnership with SVP volunteers, AAFS tackles projects like:
* Launching a capital campaign
* Updating strategic plan using systems developed with SVP
* Performing a growth feasibility study focusing on a needs

assessment, HR, facilities, finances, and marketing needs
 for growth

* Participating in a joint project with Two Wheel View
“Earn a Bike" Program

It’s that simple. Things like sound 
financial systems and up-to-date 
technology can mean the difference 
between reaching 100 or  1 million kids 
in need. 

That’s why SVP works with nonprofits 
for several years, strengthening all the 
behind-the-scenes systems that will 
help take their work to the next level. 

Over the last year SVP Calgary 
Investees partnered with volunteers 
on 8 different projects and used SVP 
funds for an additional 8 projects with 
paid consultants. 

Add that up, and in 2013 
SVP CALGARY provided local
nonprofits with …

$300,000
In total support 

SVP is more than just a funder or a 
partner, they are like familiy.T U R N I N G  $ 1  O F  G R AN T  F U N D S  I N T O  $1 . 4 0  O F  N O N P R O F I T  S U P P O R T

Since 2000 SVP has partnered with 18 nonprofits giving 
almost $2 million and an estimated 20 thousand

volunteer hours.

$200,000* 
In volunteer time from 

skilled professionals 

* Valued at $100/hour

$95,000	
In unrestricted
grants 

Dean & Anton, AAFS

Dean Svoboda was recently named one of 
Calgary's 'Top 40 under 40' by Avenue 

Magazine and was runner-up for 
SVP's 2012 Fast Pitch. 

SVP CALGARY congratulates Dean on 
these achievements and for demonstrating 

our values of living your life at the 
intersection where Passion meets Purpose.

AAFS provides respite care in a recreational 
environment for children, youth and adults on 
the Autism Spectrum. 

AAFS is constructed and implemented by the 
youth; we envision and facilitate programming 
where youth can choose their own activities 
and every intricate detail of each activity 
regardless of how difficult it is to conceptualize 
or organize. 

We believe it is important to provide a safe 
space for youth to learn social thinking and 
take social risks. It is also vital to connect our 
youth with other members of their community 
to not only share experiences but strengthen 
them as individuals and as a community. 

Our youth have so much to share with the 
disabled and greater community if we take the 
time to listen.

Dean Svoboda
Executive Directoor



SYSTEM IMPACT / Bigger Than Calgary 

SVP is both local and global. On the one hand, this is 
philanthropy rooted in your backyard. Our Partners invest 
money, time and skills in nonprofits that share their immediate 
community. One the other hand, they are also part of an 
international network of 2700 philanthropists, entrepreneurs, 
and change-makers. 

BRITISH 
COLUMBIA

SEATTLE

CALGARY
CANADA

TOGETHER WE HAVE GIVEN MORE THAT $46 
MILLION AND HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF 
VOLUNTEER HOURS TO 550+ NONPROFITS. 

And we’re growing! We now have member organizations in 
34 cities across the world, and new opportunities present 
themselves every day. Check out some of the great projects 
going on around the network below! 

PORTLAND
Portland’s Ready for Kindergarten Collaborative
SVP Portland is all in for early learning. Through their Ready 
for Kindergarten Collaborative they are harnessing the 
wisdom and energy of committed individuals, businesses, 
parents, service providers, communities of color, educators, 
and local governments – so that every child in Multnomah 
County enters school prepared to learn. By gathering important 
voices across the community, SVP Portland is at the forefront of 
collective action in their area. 

LOS  ANGELES
Los Angeles Sparks Fast Pitch Fire

PORTLAND

SACRAMENTO 
SAN FRANCISCO

SILICON VALLEY

SANTA 
BARBARA

LOS ANGELES SAN DIEGO

UNITED 
STATES

BOULDER COUNTY
DENVER

ARIZONA

GREATER  TUCSON

MINNESOTA

DALLAS

CHICAGO 

CINCINNATI

ST. LOUIS

TORONTO

WATERLOO 

CLEVELAND

PITTSBURGH

CHARLOTTE

BOSTON

RHODE 
ISLAND

In 2009, Los Angeles SVP kicked of their first Social Innovation Fast Pitch. This two-month 
mentoring program for nonprofits culminates in an evening of rapid-fire presentations where 
nonprofit leaders pitch their idea for the greater good. The Fast Pitch concept has spread 
like wildfire across the SVP Network. SVP’s hosted 9 events last year that honed nonprofit 
presentation skills and connected funders with powerful programs. 

RHODE ISLAND
Rhode Island Engages College Students
SVP Rhode Island is looking at innovative ways to help budding social ventures – such as tapping into the 
vast resources of local colleges. By working with student consulting teams on projects like marketing plans 
and feasibility studies, these new ventures get pro bono assistance and the students get great hands-on 
experience with local non-profits. 

6 NEW CITIES IN 2012 & EARLY 2013

AUSTIN JAPAN

INDIA

TOKYO

This year we welcomed six new members into the SVP Network: SVP Melbourne, SVP Charleston, 
SVP Bangalore in India, SVP Chicago, Innovation+ in Austin, and the full Circle fund in San francisco.

BANGALORE



Thank You
We are tremendously grateful for our community of Partners. Their time and talent, their 
generosity, their drive for something better… these are the roots of transformation – for 
individuals, for organizations, for our community.

This past year, dozens of Partners have increased their annual contribution to a level that is
personally significant, investing in the SVP of today and tomorrow. Whatever your level, we
thank you.

Terri Adair & Don Rempel
Carol and David Byler
Peggy Churchward
Michele Fugiel-Gartner & Craig Gartner 
Trudy Gahlinger
Alison Hayter and Frank Mele 
Christian and Kathryn Hluchy 
Thiloma and Grant Hofer
Colin Jackson
Erin Thrall and Peter Johnson 
Michael Kaumeyer
Jeff and Vanessa Mackie
Judy, Kate and Leanne MacLachlan
Kelly and Mike Mannix
Nancy and Ron Mannix
Kate McCutcheon

Paul Moore
Susan Nelson and Gordon Case
Doug and Angie Oicle
Journey Paulus
Jackie Pyke
Norma Reimer
Pam and Barry Rinehart
Brian Rogers
Gena Rotstein and Bob McInnis
Ellie and Carter Siebens
Lawren Scott Thomson
Erin Thrall and Peter Johnson
Krystyna and Andy Williamson
Sue and Michael Williams
Kathryn Zhang and Tyler Murray
Brad Zumwalt
Tanya Zumwalt

In November 2012 SVP Calgary hosted the first annual Social Innovation Fast Pitch 
in Canada and the response was tremendous!

23 innovative local non-profits received free coaching and mentoring sessions with 

42 industry leading coaches who donated 1000 volunteer hours of their time. 

12 organizations made it through to the Showcase and

5 winners shared $65 000 in cash and services

resulting in over $165000 in  impact in Calgary

The Fast Pitch experience really stretched me. I am grateful for a fantastic group of mentors, 
non-profits, and sponsors that I shared the experience with. 

- Tanya Koshowski, Brown Bagging for Calgary's Kids

Witnessing the passion and empathy radiating from each and every organization will forever 
change my perception of our not-for-profits and social ventures. Everyone needs this exposure.

            - Jordan Mannas, KPMG LLP

Mark your calendars for March 5, 2014 and 
join us for SVP's 2nd Annual Fast Pitch Showcase!
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T   403.266.5305

400, 119 – 14th Street N.W.  
Calgary, AB, T2N 1Z6 

WWW.SVPCALGARY.ORG  
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SVP Calgary Feature Event
Introducing Fast Pitch:

Encore Fellowships

Under 35? Looking to make a difference?
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